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Summary
Necessary and sufficient, conditions for a spline term
to interpolate a given function at two points, and to
interpolate the function and its derivative at the given
point are found. In both cases, the knot is chosen out
E
of an interval. Conditions for the alcove cases are egUiv-
Vent when the given function is differentiable.
n
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1. Introduction
Interpolation with a spline function has been made
in many cases by first preassigning knots and then
using one spline term to interpolate the given function
at one point. This preassignment of knots makes the
interpolation problem relatively easy. On the other
hand, it excludes the possibility of fitting two points
with a spline term which contains two parameters.
In this paper, we consider the spline interpolation.
where each knot is selected from an interval and one spline
term is used to interpolate either a function at two given
points or a function and its derivative at a point. Neces-
sary and sufficient conditions for the above interpolations
are given.
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2. Interpolations
Consider the problem of interpoltkting a given continuous
function f (x) with a spline function
s
n(1)	 S(x)	 l a xi  +iR0
xifx> 0
where x+
o ifx _o.
Since S(x) has n + 2k + l - parameters, one
sometimes, to interplate f (x) at that man',
this involves the solution of a system of
nonlinear equations, a difficult problem.
problem, we consider the interpolation of
points with a spline term, while the knot
from an interval,
could expect,
V points. However
nonanalytic and
To simplify the
two Successive
U is chosen
i
It is known that a given function f (x) can alwtiys be
interpolated at n+l or more given points with a polynomial
P(x) of degree n	 After this is accomplished, we try to
interpolate F(x) a f (x) - P (x) with a spline term b(x	 u)+
at the next two points x 
	
and x2 , while u lies
between the last interpolated point x0 and xl , or
x0 < u < x  < x2 . We then proceed. to interpolate
F(x) - b(x - u){ at the next two points with a new spline
term. If such a two-point fit is not possible, one czan
interpolate F(x) at xl with b(x - x 0 )+ where
b ° r( l )/(x l - x0 ) n •
3
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We also know that a function f(x) and its first
derivative can be interpolated at ((n+l)/2] points with
a polynomial P of odd degree n	 After this fit
is made, one will interpolate f(x)	 P(x) and its first
derivative at the next point x l with b(x - u)+, where}
u lies between the last interpolated point x o and x l .
The following lemma shows the necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of a splinne term
that interpolates two given points, witt y the restriction
mentioned above.
Lemma 1.
Given it, z 1, a continuous function F(x), an(I three
points xo , xl and x2 wit)' F(x o) a 0	 "d xO < x l < xx,
then there exists a unique spline term b(x - u)+ such
that F(x l	b(xl - u)+ , F(x 2 )	 b(x 2 - u)+	 b	 0
and xe < u < x  if and only if
(2)	 0 < F (x I ) /F(x 2) < (x l - x0 ) n/(x 2 	 xp)"
Proof:
Let	 .
(xl _ v)n
w (v) 
(x2 - v) n
Then w(x l )	 0 and w(v) is strictly decreasing in
NO x i ]. Therefore if the condition (2) holds, then
there exists a unique `u in (xo , x 
I ) wit],
4
F (x I )	 x  - u n
F (X	 x
,
and also a unique
with
F (xl)
(X1	
u)n
F(x l )	 b(xl - u)n
and
F(x 2) ix b(x 2 	,)n
Conversely Yet there exist b	 0 , and u so that
F (x i )	 b (x^ - u) rn
F(x2) a b(x2 - u)n
and
x  < u < xl
Since w(v) defined above is strictly decreasing in
[xo , X1  and w (x l ) = 0 , we conclude th,^,t
F(x^)	 xl - xo "
• 4	 <	 w^sw°rrr^w°-w	 •
1	 //^ IA^	 X
•
1
The left side is greater than zero, since
(x I	 U ) / ( X 2 - u) > 0 .
The above lemma suggests a step-by-step method of
determining a spline function that interpolates the M i ven
points, in succession, provided the condition (2) is met
at each step.
We now consider the interpolation nfi the f (x) and its
first derivative with S(x) . As in the pr4.vious case, each
knot is to be chosen from a preassigned interval , and Ono
spline term is to interpolate f(x) and f' (x) at a point.
Lemma 2.
Given n _> 1, and a function F(x) with a continuous
first derivative and two points x 	 and x, , with
F(x o )	 0 , F (x l )	 0 , and x(IV < x 1 6 Then there exi sts
a unique spline term b (x - u)" such. that
F(xl)	 b(xl - u)+
a
'	 F' (x i )	 -(b (x - u)+)
1X=X
b	 0 , and xo < u < x1
6
if and only if
( 3 )	 0	 <	 F(x 1 ) / F ' (x1)	 < (x i	 - x 0 ) / n	 •
Proof
i.	 If	 (3)	 holds true, then there exists a unique
ue (x o , x,)	 satisfying
F ( x 1 ) x 	 '-	 u (xl _	 11)n
Fx ,^	 - .^.	 n	 ....	 ^.
n ^xl
a
u)	 --1
and there exists a unique b	 0 with
F(x l ) G(X-	 u)+
1X=X
ii.	 If there exists b	 0 and u	 such tlist
F (x 1 ) -	b (x l 	 - u) +
F' (x l) nb (x u)"_1
and
a
R
gt
g
Yt£'
k	 y
x0 < u < X  ,
then
0
8
il
i
^s
^j
A
t
f
x
F (x l )	 x  - u	 x  - x0
The left term is positive and is less than (x^ - x0) /11
since ue (x0 , x i ) .
In the previous two lemmas we considered interpulcirions
only at the preassigned points. If such interpolations are
to be possible at all the points in some interval I , we
will require that the conditions (2) or (3) hold true: at
all the points in I .
Lemm a 3.
Given n > 1, and a function F(x) with continuous first
derivative in I = [a,b] with F(x 0) = 0 , F(x,) Y- 0
and x0 < a. Then
..	 (2)	 0 < F (x 1 ) /F (x 2 ) < (xI - x0 ) n / (x2 - x0 n
for all x 	 and x2 in I with x  < x2 , if and only if
( 3 )	 0 < F(X)/F l (x)  < (x - x0 ) /n
k
	 for x > x0 in I .
6
m f
< x 2 in I if and
I F (x) (/(x - x0)n
I . This is true
f I F ( x )l/(x - x0)n
X 0 )/rt f in I
M
M '
Y
#tC
^	 f
x.
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Proof:
Condition (2) is true for all xl
only if F(x) does not change sign and
is a strictly increasing function in
if and only if the first deriva-g ive o
is Positive, or 0 < F(x)/F' (x) < (x -
rt
A
3.	 Error Term
The error term of the spline function interpolf,itions,
described in the previous sections, can be derived in a
manner similar to that of the polynomial interpolation. }
Lemma 4.
a. Let
S(x)
tt
^
alx i
+ 	E1e•_ b(x	 -
n
u j ) + g
--0i _ --1
interpolate f(x) cC (n{•].)	 at
x 
	 < x 2
	<	 • • •
	 < xn+2k-+ 1
n+2k+l
zr (x)	 =	 fj (x - xi ) Then for all	 z with	 z	 al,
i=1
i	 1 1 2 ) ... , n + 2k + 1
^t
it
4
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where C is in the open interval that connects
xl'x2'...'xn+2k+l) and z .
b. Let
S(x)=	 n a.xi. + F.-Ijk b.(x - u.)nF. i 	 3	 i +1=0^1
and S' (x) interpolate f (x) cC (n+1) and f' (x) respectivcl f
at x  < X 2 < ••• < xn+1	 , where n is an odd integer
2 A-k
41-
r
nom+ k
and k > 1.. Let Tr (x)	 (x - x f) 2	 Then for all
z with z	 x,, i = 1,2,•••, n. — + k
l im f (n+l)f (z) - S(z)	
t^	
^n+1^ (t Tr(z)
TT	 (t)
where	 is in the open set that connects
xl,X2,••.,Xn+l, and z .
2 +}' .
Proofs of these two lemmas are almost identical and
we omit. the proof of the first one.
Proof of b.
Let N : n+2
1 
.+ k	 Z be a point with Z / xi
i = 1.,2 0 666 ,N , J be an open set that connects
x l ,x 2 , ••• 1 XN0 and Z .
Let
G (x) = f (x)	 S (x)
	 cTr (x)
where
(a)	 C	 f(z) - S(Z)/7T(Z)
11.
bld r
IThen G(x) has double zeros at x 1 , x 20 ••• , x N , and a single
zero at Z , or 2N + 1 zeros, counting; multiplicities,
in J . G I (x) has N zeros at xl,x7,•••,xN, and N zeros
at other N distinct points in J 	 SiiAlarly G (n-l) (x)
vanishes at 2N - n 4. 2 points in J	 We notice that
G (n) (x) dges not exist at knots 'ua , j = 1,2, • • •,k
Therefore G ( n)	 '(x) vanishes at least at 2N - n - i` + 1
k + 2 points in P = J - {u1,u2,•*•,un} 	 Since J'
consists of k + 1 open i.nterwal s, G (") (x) vanishes at two
points in one of these k + 1. open intervals. Call this
interval I	 Then there is a point 	 in I where
(n+1)(n+1)	 (n-11)
G	 (^;) vanishes, and f	 M = c. lr	 (1,	 .
Notice that S(x) is an nth-degree polynomial and
S( n +1,) (X) 
= 0	 if x ^ Ili) i = 1,2, • • -,k .
If n (n•1-1) (C) / 0 ,	 then
	
f(n+1.) 
C F;)	 lim f(n+1.) (t)
..	
C
If (n+1.) M	 M	 t-► E' T! ( n+1) (t)M
since f (n+1) (t) and it (n+1) (t) are continuous in .1
If it ( n +1) (^) = 0 , then f. (n+1.) (E; ) is also equal to
zero since c is finite by (4), and
lim f (n•+^1) ( t )C
	 t.'*
IT 
(n+1) (t)
r
0
N ;:
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